
Metric Spaces and Topology
Lecture 2

Examples (continued). LetG:=ihsledgesa connected undirected

graph (finite or infinite). j
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(e,v) is the length ofthe shortestpath from is to re

Check that this is indeed a metric.

For example, letmeta V:= 30,1"= the set of

all 8-1 sequences of length n,e.g.
20,12 =300, 0, 10, 113. We put an edge
between two vertices u, vG90,1)"ifu ul

v differ by a bit,e.g. 011 a 010.

This defines a graph called the Hanning graph,
denoted H. Thus, there is the shortest path
metric on this graph. Show that



d(u, v) =# orbits by which mal-differ

This is also called the Hanning distance.

broups as metric spaces.
LetI be a group (typically

infinite). Let s be a symmetric set ofgene-
cators for 4 legumetric:=closed under inverses).
E.g. 4 with S:= 7 11). TheCayles graph
of

4withrespect to S is Cay, (F) :=(5, Es),
where we put an edge between 1., WnEXif

1.5 =B for some was,
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E.g. Z, 5:= 7 11, 123.
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E.g. I2 =
=<a,b) free up on 2 generators.

1 reduced words in symbols at, bill,
where reduced means a mat, but bydon't

appear next to each other.E.g. ab-blab
is reduced but abbibtisn't. Be group



operation up. We is defined by the concatenating
the wordy m at we into win at reducing
it (i.e. Cancelling the neighbouring as atof b,bt).
LetS ==3aI1,bily.
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Viewingcables sephsasmetric spacetosee
active math area (by Gromor called

geometric group theory. This subject studies
the geometric properties ofgroups a see

how they correlate withalgebraic properties.

For example, the growth ofthe groups
For aspal S assumatric gen.sef,
let g:IN->IN be defined by g(u):# of



elements in the ball ofradius at the identity.
in lg, (4). E.g. For Id S=7 =1, g(u) =2n+1.
For Is with Si=(at,bEl3,g(n) =4.32

++1.

For(L" wik Si
=7(11,0), (0,I13, g(n) =Cn3 +8.
The "asymptotic"behavior ofg

⑧

doen'tdepend on 5, e.g.
polymonial stays polynomial.
generated

Question. Whichintoops have polynomial grant?

It's not terribly hard to show thatall fig.
abelian groups of even milpotent groups
of even virtially milpotent groups have polyno-
mial growth.

Gromor's them. Afinitely zen, group
has poly. growth

if and only if it is virtuallynilpolent.

Mis is a stunning theorem as if recovers an alge-
brai/qualitative properts from a geometric/quanti-



tad've one.
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space. X ==20,1
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=7(Xu) neIN:Xut 30, 13,WutIN3

·0 We think of IN as the set of infinite
3

0
· ·1 brands through the complete binary tree.
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00 · 0). g10 all Define d:2Nx2*- [0,1] by4) n(x,3) i
=the least indexi withposon.,001certa
(x,y)5-2- 4(x,y),

x(i) +y(i).

Check notin fact is an ultra-metric, i.e.
d(x,2) =max(d(xis), d(s,t)3.

let <G 2'N, what is Ban(x)? Bz-(x) =7y72N:y(n =xn3
==[X0X,X...Xn-1]
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BairespaceN. =7(x)nsIN:XuGIN for all nADS.
d(x,y) =

=2
-2(x,y), here n(x,y):= the

least index i st.xi =y/i
This is again a ultra-metric.m

.....

Def. Let(X, d) be a metric space. For a monerpty setSeX,
define its diameter by diany(s):= sup d(x,3).

x,3tS

Det. Let (x,dx) u (Y,dr) be metric spaces. Afunction

fixer is called an isometry if Ux,x2EX,
d(f(x)),f(x) =dx(x,yz).

Note Rtisorety is necessarily an injection, but doesn't
have to be subjective.

Find a metic on IR" such hotthe
map f:30,B'- 1R

"



given byOllO'HNOID is an isone


